1) DEVOLUTION
Northern Ireland should have the say in their abortion laws and it is inappropriate to place decisions about such a delicate and important matter into Westminster's hands due to our current devolved government.

2) DISTINCTIVE LAW AND CULTURE
As a culture and worldwide, individuality is increasingly celebrated and becoming encouraged. Discrimination is being more and more challenged. How can we discriminate by aborting babies deemed to have disabilities. With many working, functional, loving and caring individuals with disabilities in our work, homes, churches and recreational places, how can we say they have less of a right to live than a person without disability? 90% of babies with Down's syndrome in England, Scotland and Wales in 2016 were aborted. This is fundamentally wrong in our world of diversity and equality.

3) HUMAN RIGHTS & EQUALITY
Cases where abortion is wanted due to rape or a child being non-viable for life make up less than two percent of abortions within the UK. This is so heavily outweighed by the number of healthy babies who are terminated, it cannot be considered a valid argument. Equality is for everyone - mothers, fathers and infants alike.

4) PERSONAL STORIES
Depression and mental health illness as a reason for abortion does not take into account the mental health issues which may occur as a result of terminating a pregnancy. These can scar heavily and are not reversible.
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